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Abstract: This study is attempted to evaluate the adequacy of marking exercises following by the Gokak 

Materials Plants Ltd., and its viability on client mindfulness about the items delivered by the Gokak 

Materials Factories Ltd is imperative in this examination. To gather the essential information 

independently employed survey was followed. Non-probabilistic helpful examining strategy was followed to 

choose 100 clients. Pearson's relationship and ANOVA was utilized to careful SPSS 20.0 to examine and 

decipher the information. It has been found that as expansion in the marking exercises prompts expansion 

in the client mindfulness 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Gokak Factories was enlisted in the year 1885 for the sake of Gokak Water Power and Manufacturing Ltd, 

(GWPML); it has begun its procedure on fifth October 1887. In the 1919 the organization was enrolled in India as 

'Gokak Plants Ltd.' Factory was renamed in the year 2007 as "Gokak Materials Ltd". 

 Gokak Materials Ltd is arranged in the foot slopes of Sahyadri slope, on the bank of Waterway 'Ghataprabha', 6 KMs 

from Gokak city. Plant is creating the wide assortment of items and sending out around half of current result to in 

excess of 35 nations across the world. The plant is likewise delivering assortment of completed items, for example, 

Shirts, Inward wears, Towels, and some more.  

Brand mindfulness is characterized as the likelihood that buyers or clients are notable about the availability of the 

items. It is additionally called as how much buyers definitively associated the brand with the unequivocal item. Brand 

mindfulness is improved to a degree to which brand names are chosen that is basic and simple to articulate or spell; 

known and expressive; furthermore, extraordinary as well as particular. 

There are a few creative ways of expanding brand mindfulness in the personalities of the clients. Among these some of 

them have been examined here, for example, 

Show your craft or other item that ought to get impacted by clients 

Bundling of the item ought to be marked one. 

Website design enhancement (site improvement) examination ought to be finished  

Twofold down on informal organizations 

Move forward your game on interpersonal organizations like Twitter 

Exploit web search tools, for example, Google's Promotion Sense auto advertisements 

 

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The Gokak Materials Ltd, Gokak (Division of Gokak Factories) is driving cotton industry in Karnataka as well as in 

India, which is delivering assortment items, for example, Shirts, Internal wears, Towels, and some more. GTL is 

following marking exercises to increment brand mindfulness in the personalities of the clients. Thus, to survey or look 

at the viability of marking exercises following by the Gokak Materials Plants Ltd., and its adequacy on client 

mindfulness about the items created by the Gokak Materials Factories Ltd is imperative in this examination. 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Presently a day's Brands are coming to showcase immeasurably, every one of the brands are requirements certainty to 

convey its administration; these all have done by marking exercises which frames a tremendous impact and make a 

superstructure on the lookout. Marking exercises and a few numbers of elements, for example, cost, dispersion, deals 

force, bundling, item highlights, seriousness and fluctuating purchaser needs and testers impact client mindfulness 

which prompts outrageous deals. Brand mindfulness needs to so that it ought to be instruct the clients, ought to 

incorporate amusement, and conveying extraordinary encounters. Hoeffler and Keller (2002) saw that brand 

mindfulness can be recognized into two for example profundity and width. Profundity shows how to make shoppers to 

remind or perceive brands without trouble, and width implies at whatever point customers purchase an item, name of 

the brand will come to their psyches on the double. This brand mindfulness has done through marking exercises done 

by the organization. Dr. Hsin Kuang Chi et al (2009) brand mindfulness through deals advancement, publicizing, and 

other advertising exercises. 

 

IV. OBJECTIVE 

To analyse the pretended by marking exercises in favouring GTL items 

 

V. HYPOTHESIS 

Ho: There is no Positive and huge connection between marking exercises and mindfulness 

H1: There is Positive and huge connection between marking exercises and mindfulness 

 

VI. METHODOLOGY 

The essential information has been gathered through independently employed poll. Poll has utilized as timetable for 

assortment of information from 100 respondents. Non-probabilistic helpful inspecting was utilized to pick the clients 

for example respondents. The legitimacy test has done for example Cronbach's Alpha worth has viewed as 0.737 and 

which is generally excellent for assortment of information through a similar poll. For examination of information 

Pearson's connection has done through SPSS 20.0. 

 

VII. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION: 

Correlations 

 
 

ANOVAa 

 
a. Dependent Variable: Customers’ awareness 

b. Predictors: (Constant), Branding Activities 

To affirm level of importance ANOVA was utilized and have observed that there is a huge connection between the 

brand mindfulness and clients' mindfulness. The p-esteem 0.000 is not exactly the 0.05. However, as expansion in the 

marking exercises, client mindfulness is likewise increments. At last, invalid theory has been dismissed and 

acknowledged speculation for example 

H1: There is Positive and huge connection between marking exercises and mindfulness 
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VIII. FINDINGS 

It has been found that as expansion in the marking exercises prompts expansion in the client mindfulness. Marking 

exercises likewise makes the purchasing conduct of the clients. At last client mindfulness prompts expansion in the 

deals volume. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Brand mindfulness ought to instruct the clients to hold them for significant stretch of time. It ought to continuously 

make a brand situating in the personalities of the client. In such a manner brand exercises need to performed and 

executed. Brand exercises ought to pursue expanding the brand mindfulness in the personalities of the client, which at 

last makes the purchasing conduct and builds the clients' fulfilment. 
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